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I got it
I got it

Okay y'all, okay y'all
alegate up in on my ..y'all
alleys is where i stand making 20K a day y'all
in the .. pulling like the play loss
picking role and take off you place off
gun show and shake off ...
fuck still i ate off play .. i ate off
...them two straps and blue black
White teeth ..we made of
Cool cap my 2 stack say you got me cool that
I cuzz back in my new .. do rap
Pinned up .. who that, mister D of my ..
you stick to me like ..no dig to me like ..

Hook:
Okay y'all, okkay y'all
Bottles in the air like yeah this for the haters
Bottles everywhere like yeah we gonna play y'all
holla if you hale we hale let's get this paper.
Okay y'all, okkay y'all
Bottles in the air like yeah this for the haters
Bottles everywhere like yeah we gonna play y'all
holla if you hale we hale let's get this paper.

Okay y'all, just board a Key y'all
Don't make me white shit you nigga is kkk y'all
Don't make me ..we k k k y'all
cause i will blow three stacks k k k y'all
yeah the nights young this closing but a day ..
Tell them bitches working if they tryin ..
Nigga's coming up to me ask em what ..
So i gave em what they key ..
..used to beat me all i say it's .
. tryin to show i was born to be a count stander
Remember i was bouncing up and down on a green
couch
and now i'm doing ..in green houseit feels good if i
describe what i guess
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it's like when you see a ex and you've been looking the
best
and maybe with the next and maybe losing the mess
you see me you see .. cause i ain't looking no less

[Hook:]

No way y'all i said no way y'all
If you ever think that i ain't got no say y'all
365 going hard every day y'all
Never take a day y'all
Holy got the day of ..to switch us
We switch up.. we picked up my ..my chicks up
Nigga call no break up, cut it out ..that
You sleep more the .. get lift up
A .. all blue put a hustle my mama do ..
waiting ..this part two ..
We might D like ..

[Hook:]
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